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Abstract:A frequency-reconﬁgurable antenna designed using metasurface (MS) to operate at around 5 GHz is
studied and proposed. The frequency-reconﬁgurable metasurfaced (FRMS) antenna is composed of a simple
circular patch antenna and a circular MS with the same diameter of 40 mm and implemented using planar
technology. The MS is placed directly atop the patch antenna, making the FRMS antenna very compact and low
proﬁle with a thickness of only 3.048 mm. The MS consists of rectangular-loop unit cells placed periodically in
the vertical and horizontal directions. Simulation results show that the operating frequency of the antenna can
be tuned by physically rotating the MS around the center with respect to the patch antenna. The MS placed atop
the patch antenna behaves like a dielectric substrate and rotating the MS changes the equivalent relative
permittivity of the substrate and hence the operating frequency of the FRMS antenna. Measured results show
that the antenna has a tuning range from 4.76 to 5.51 GHz, a fractional tuning range of 14.6%, radiation
efﬁciency and a realized peak gain of more than 80% and 5 dBi, respectively, across the tuning range.
Keywords: MS- Meta-Surface; FRMS- Frequency Reconfigurable Meta-Surface; Unit cell.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I. Introduction
Due to the demand for integrating multiple wireless standards into a single wireless platform,
reconﬁgurable antenna, also known as tunable antenna, is attracting much attention. In general, the mechanism
used to reconﬁgure the frequency bands of reconﬁgurable antennas can be mechanical or electrical. Electrically
reconﬁgurable antennas, which are far more popular, can be classiﬁed into band switching and continuous
tuning. Band switching can be achieved using PIN-diode switches and the operating frequency band is switched
among different frequency bands, depending on the switching states [2]–[4]. Continuous tuning can be
accomplished using varactor diodes and the antennas can be frequency tuned smoothly within the operating
frequency bands [5]. In designing these antennas, direct-current (DC) biasing circuits are needed to bias the PIN
or varactor diodes. However, there are drawbacks in electrically reconﬁgurable antennas. For example, the
electronic components and circuits in the biasing circuits may have adverse effects on the antennas
performances, DC electrical sources are needed to drive the PIN or varactor diodes, and the antenna operation is
depending on the reliability of the electronic components and the DC sources [5]–[13].
In mechanically reconﬁgurable antennas, the antenna structures consist of movable parts. Frequency
tuning is obtained by adjusting the movable parts [14], [15]. The main drawback of such designs was that the
overall antenna size required varied with the tuned frequency. Moreover, the actuator used to produce the
mechanical movements was very complicated and occupied much space, which led to a bulky and expensive
structure. In fact, change of size and/or shape is the common problem for most mechanically tunable antennas.
Metasurface (MS), a two-dimensional equivalent of metamaterial, is essentially a surface distribution
of electrically small scatterers [16]. With its succinct planar structure and low cost, MS has wide applications
and one of which is on the design of planar antennas. In [17], [18], it was shown that the performance of a patch
antenna could be enhanced signiﬁcantly by placing a MS atop of it. In [18], it was demonstrated that by adding
a specially designed MS atop a simple patch/slot
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Figure 1.

Geometries of Patch Antenna (source antenna).

antenna, not only the realized gain and return-loss bandwidth (S11 <-10dB) would be signiﬁcantly
improved, but also polarization conversion from linear polarization (LP) to circular polarization (CP) could be
achieved. The patch/slot antenna (known as the source antenna in such design) together with the MS was called
MS antenna. In these designs [17], [18], an air gap was used between the MS and the source antenna, which
substantially increased the volume of the MS antenna.
In this paper, a novel frequency-reconﬁgurable metasurfaced (FRMS) antenna constructed by placing a
MS atop a patch antenna is proposed. To make the FRMS antenna more compact and low proﬁle, the patch
antenna and MS are placed together in direct contact, eliminating the air gap between them. Thus the proposed
design has the apparent advantages of compact size, low cost and simple construction. Results of studies show
that the operating frequency of the antenna can be continuously tuned by rotating the MS around the center and
relative to the patch antenna.
For easy mechanical operation, the shapes of the patch antenna and the MS are made circular with
identical size. The frequency-reconﬁgurable property of the FRMS antenna is also analyzed and explained in
this paper.
The main difference in the use of MS between the proposed FRMS and our previous design in [18] is
that, in the proposed FRMS, the MS is used to tune the frequency and polarization of the antenna remains linear
(same as the source antenna), while in design in [18], the MS converts LP from the source antenna to CP. The
proposed FRMS antenna is studied and designed to operate at about 5 GHz using the EM simulation tool CST
[19].

II. Design of Frequency Reconfigurable Mestsurfaced Antenna
The FRMS antenna proposed here consists of a patch antenna (as the source antenna) and a
metasurface (MS). For easy reconfigurable operation of the antenna, the patch antenna and MS are designed to
have a circular shape and occupy the same area. The patch antenna is designed in a double sided substrate using
planar technology as shown in figure 1, while the MS is designed on a single sided substrate as shown in figure
2c, and composing of a number of rectangular loop unit cells as shown in figure 1b the unit cells are placed
periodically along the x-axis and y-axis directions on the XY plane as shown in figure 1b as will be seen later ,
frequency reconfigurability of the antenna can be achieved by rotating the MS around the

Figure 2.
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center relative to the patch antenna. The rotation angle θR is measured from the Y-axis as shown in
figure 1c due to horizontal and vertical symmetries of the MS, θR = - θR and the maximum rotation angle
without repeating is 180ο.
In assembling the FRMS antenna, the non-copper side of the MS is placed in direct contact with the
radiator of the patch antenna as shown in. This leads to a very compact and low proﬁle structure. The
antenna is microstrip-fed using a 50- feed-line. An SMA connector is fed to the feed-line through the inset feed.
The feed will be used to energize the patch alone.
The patch is also made to radiate a fixed frequency and by using the metasurface the frequency
reconfigurability can be achieved The FRMS antenna together with the SMA connector is studied and designed
on a F-R4 substrates, having a thickness of 1.57 mm and a relative permittivity of εr = 4.4. The dimensions are
listed in Table I which is used to fabricate the FRMS antenna.

III. Analysis of Forms Antenna
As will be shown later by the simulated and measured results, rotating the MS with respective to the
source antenna will change the resonant frequency of the FRMS substrate antenna. Here we attempt to analyze
such frequency-reconﬁgurable property. The source antenna used in our FRMS antenna is a patch antenna
which radiates linearly polarized signal and has a ﬁxed fundamental resonant frequency. Then the metasurface
is placed atop of the patch antenna which is printed on single side of the Fr-4 substrate. The FRMS antenna in
this design is made without any air gap .Thus the rotation of the metasurface in order to change the frequency
can be easily achieved. The metasurface is having same dimension of that of the substrate and it is in circular
shape and hence mechanical rotation can be done at ease. The rotation of the antenna is made mechanically and
at particular angle we get the maximum radiated frequency and at another angle we get the minimum radiated
frequency thus the frequency can be varied within this range with maximum reflection coefficient.

Graph Between Return Loss(dB) Vs Frequency (Ghz)

Figure 3.

IV. Simulation and Measurement Result
Thus the simulation results of the frequency reconfigurable antenna using meta surface has been
designed and simulated using the CST software and the results have high correlation with the simulated
software module. Here, we have eliminated the air interface and thus we get high tunable range with high return
loss. The below figure No. 3 shows the graph of the frequency response Vs retune loss of the antenna at 0 deg
of rotation. From figure 3 we can interrupt that the designed antenna has good impedance matching and we get
frequency dip at 5.8 GHz and a reflection coefficient of -22.693159 dB.
Here the fixed frequency generated by the patch antenna can be varied using the meta-surface which is
placed atop of the patch antenna. The study of the frequency response is carried out form 0ο to 180ο at the step
of 5 degreeThe respective rotations and its frequncy response, and its reflection coefficient will be discussed
below.
At 0ο the resonant frequency is 5.846Ghz and a reflection coefficient of -21.919802 dB this is the
lowest frequency response, at 5ο the resonant frequency is 5.912 Ghz and a reflection coefficient of -22.631279
dB, at 10ο the resonant frequency is 5.894 Ghz and a reflection coefficient of -22.57934 dB, at 15ο the resonant
frequency is 5.882 Ghz and a reflection coefficient of - 22.631279 dB, at 10ο the resonant frequency is 5.882
Ghz and a reflection coefficient of - 23.915474dB, and we get the highest at 85ο the resonant frequency is 6 Ghz
and a reflection coefficient of -23.421682 dB, the highest return loss of -36.830482 dB occurs at 130ο with a
frequency response of 5.912 Ghz. The analysis form [1] shows that the frequency response we got from rotating
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the metasurface of the designed antenna is similar to that of the frequency response of the antenna by changing
its substrate. This shows that changes in the rotation are similar to that of the changes we get by changing the
relative permittivity of the substrate materials we use. This allows us to get the similar results which we can
obtain my changing the substrate materials which is practical impossible with a fabricated antenna but we can
change the rotation angle to get the similar results. The figure 4, figure 5 and figure 6 shows the far field
radiation in Phi and Theta direction and the surface current. In the MS the unit cell have a rectangular shape and
they are place periodically along the

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Far Field Radiation in Phi Direction.

Far Field Radiation in Theta Direction.

X-axis and Y-axis. In the co-polarization direction of the patch antenna the unit cells has the lowest
periodicity at θE = 0ο and the highest periodicity at θE = 180ο. As the rotation angle θE changes from 0ο to 180ο
the periodicity changes form lowest to highest which correspond to change the permittivity from maximum to
minimum. As a result the resonant frequency of the FRMS antenna is proportional to that of the rotation angle
θR.

V. Conclusion
The antenna designed here has been designed by using Fr-4 material and this substrate is having a
permittivity 4.4 and this is manufactured with a height of 1.57. This design is very compact comparing to the
proposed design of FRMS antenna. This will resonate at different frequencies from 5.46 GHz to 5.97 GHz. The
S11 will b having the maximum of -31 dB at 5.9 GHz.
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Figure 6.

Surface Current of the Antenna with Metasurface.

A FRMS antenna designed using a patch antenna and a MS has been presented. The resonant
frequency of the antenna can be mechanically reconﬁgure by rotating the MS around the center with respect to
the patch. The frequency-reconﬁgurable property has been analyzed and explained. This can be further
extended by increasing the size and increasing the reconfigurability of the antenna further more with increased
return loss.
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